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    Google Reviews
        
Dr. Fernando Noronha's Multispeciality Dental Clinic and Implant Centre in Panjim, Goa
4.7
Based on 45 reviews

review us on




Sylvia Araujo09:36 19 Oct 22


Our one and only “ go to “ place for all our dental needs. The most talented and competentDr. Fernando, his efficient and friendly team of doctors, in particular Dr. Roshni and all his support staff who always go out of their way to make our  smiles more radiant. Thank you so very much. We wish you all the very best always 💐💐



Haloise Fernandes15:08 17 Sep 22


The best dental clinic I know. Dr. Fernando and his team are absolutely best at what they do and hold great expertise in their field of work. There is no one else I'd rather trust when it comes to my dental health.



Raisa Fernandes15:00 02 Sep 22


The best Dental clinic in India. They have the best doctors, the best facilities and we are the 3rd Generation going to them. Special shout out to Dr. Roshni and Dr. Noronha as literally they have magic in their hands. They make you feel so comfortable during the whole process, explaining each and every detail as to what's happened, what action is needed and the preventive care. Though I work now in a different state, I have never till date visited any other doctor / clinic. Do visit them and you'll be addicted to them as well in a good way 😉☺



Aupama Sawant08:30 19 Aug 22


Very kind doctor. Very nice clinic. The staff is kind and understanding. Good and affordable. Gave me beautiful dentures. Now I don't feel shy or embarrassed  to smile. Would highly recommend this clinic.



Layla Mascarenhas07:49 03 Jul 22


Dr. Ferdie is very kind and gentle. His work is professionally great, and he makes you feel safe and comfortable. Always have had a good experience at his clinic.













        			




Appointment Booking Form
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      Phone Number:*
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      Time Slot:*
    

    
      12:30 to 1:30
2:30 to 3:30
3:30 to 4:30


    

  





  
    
      Treatment Type:*
    

    
      Consultation
Root Canal Treatment
Endodontic surgeries
Bone grafting and augmentation
Dentures
Treatment X
Dental Implants
Surgical impaction case
Fillings
Whitening of teeth
Replacement of teeth
Prophylaxis
Gum treatment
Periodontal surgery
Crowns and Bridges
Veeners
Smile makeover
Total rehabilitation
Extraction
Orthodontic treatment
Brush test examination
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                            Hours & Info
Shabana Chambers F9/10 FIRST FLOOR , RIGHT WING Near El Dorado Plaza,Opp. Poshak, Panaji, Goa 403001
7620183341
dr@fernandodentistgoa.com
Monday to Friday 
10AM to 7PM

Saturday
10AM to 1PM
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